Elon Phoenix Sports Properties (EPSP) is the official media rights holder for the Elon University Athletic Department. EPSP presents the opportunity to make an impact on your business by capturing the loyal fans and alumni of Elon University as well as throughout the Triad area. Sponsorship and marketing opportunities include: Radio, Event Impact and Gameday marketing, Corporate Marketing and Promotions, Print, Internet, and all Signage in University Athletic Facilities.
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ACTION SPORTS MEDIA is a full service collegiate sports marketing company specializing in game day multimedia.

Comprised of 11 leading NCAA universities and 16 collegiate venues geographically dispersed across the United States, ASM was founded in 1997 to meet the increasing need for sales and marketing expertise in college athletics.

Whether you're looking for exposure at one property, a regional group of schools, or a total collegiate network initiative, ASM is strategically positioned to deliver unmatched value during college game day.

No other single entity can match the size or scope of ASM's delivery of the college game day experience.

www.actionsportsmedia.com